
DSG,

I checked with DESA (Sarbuland Khan) on the proposal made to the
Secretary-General by Shashi in the last paragraph of his note of 12 July.

There would be no problem with DPI participating in the high-level Summit
Organizing Committee (at present Desai and Malloch Brown are designated by the
Secretary-General to represent the UN). The Committee is led by ITU and comprises
relevant UN agencies. Also, there would be no problem with DPI participating in the
Summit Preparatory Committee which is an inter-governmental outfit but the UN is
invited to participate.

As for DPI being added to the ICT Task Force, this could also be done if the
Secretary-General so decides. At present, DESA and UNCTAD are on the "UN seat"
and could be joined by DPI.

As Mr. Desai is aware of the above issues, you may wish to request him to
provide you and the Secretary-General with his v2iews on Shashi's note.

Thank you.
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Towards the World Summit on the Information Society

1 July, I delivered a statement, on your behalf, to the opening meeting
in Gem^oFthlTFtfs^ Summit on the
hiformation Society, scheduled for 2003 in Geneva and for 2005 in Tunis. I
recalled your conviction that information has a great democratizing power,
waiting to be harnessed to the global struggle for development. I also stressed
the direct link to be established between the substantive issues of the Summit
and the Millennium Development Goals. A copy of my statement is attached.

At this session, the Preparatory Committee approved its draft rules of
procedure and requested its Bureau and the Secretariat of the Summit to
continue to work on the content and the themes of the World Summit, with a
view to adopting them at the Second Preparatory Committee to take place in
the Spring of next year. During the Preparatory Committee, side events were
organized by media organizations, notably the International Federation of
Journalists.

At this initial stage in the preparation of the Summit, it has become clear
that delegations, civil society organizations and the Summit Secretariat expect
that the General Assembly, decision to convene the Summit under your
patronage will translate into effective participation and support on the part of
the UN Secretariat and full-fledged engagement with the WSIS process in terms
of the contribution of information. tecluiolpgies to development, and also of
information and communications policies and strategies. Following my visit, it
is also expected that the Department of"Public Information, as encouraged by
the Committee on Information at its May session, will play an enhanced role in
promoting these issues and in publicizing the Summit as well as your efforts in
bridging the digital divide as a means of spurring economic growth.

Until recently, the UN body most engaged in the preparation of the
Summit has been the Information and Communications Technology Task Force
and its secretariat. Now that the Preparatory Committee is addressing specific
themes, the UN Secretariat is also expected to contribute to the topics of the
role of the media in the information society and the role of freedom of the press
in the context of good governance and political democracy. I believe that the
Department of Public Information is well suited to contribute substantive
content to both of these topics. To this end, I am currently exploring with a
number of media organizations the possibility of organizing a UN World Media
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Forum in Geneva in December 2003, parallel to the Summit, on the subject of
the world media in the information society. This Forum, which would take the
shape of a "reinvented" UN World Television Forum, would also represent the
media's input into the World Summit, as one of the key stakeholders.

I will continue to liaise with the WSIS Secretariat and the ITU Secretary-
General with a view to ensuring that the Department of Public Information
plays its role in contributing to the success of the Summit, including through
participation in the facilitating mechanisms of the preparatory process. In this
respect, I would be grateful for the confirmation of your decision to have the
Department participate, along with the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, on the High-Level Summit Organizing Committeelfin addition to its
participation in the Summit Preparatory Committee. I would also request that
DPI be added to the ICT Task Force.

'Shashi Tharoor
12 July 2002

cc: Mr. Desai



English/French

Statement by Mr. Shashi Tharoor
Under-Secretary-General for Communications and Public Information

At the PrepCom of the WSIS

Geneva, 1 July 2002

Mr. Secretary of State, Mr. Secretary-General of ITU, Excellencies, Ladies and
Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I am honoured to convey his
welcome to the participants of the first Preparatory Committee meeting of
the World Summit on the Information Society. Your meeting has the
important task of defining the substantive and organizational parameters of
the preparatory process of the World Summit on the Information Society. To
a major extent, the success and the impact of the Summit depend on your
correct identification of issues to be addressed, as well as on building
efficient mechanisms that would ensure a fully participatory and action-
oriented process.

The main task of the Summit is to bring all our distinct constituencies
together on the basis of a common vision of the nature of the emerging
global information society and of the tasks and challenges that humanity
faces in this regard. We all agree that WSIS is thus much more than a
technical event. The exceptional breadth of the task and the comprehensive
approach required to achieve it should guide all the participants and, as far
as communications experts are concerned, should be clearly projected to the
international community.

One thing is already clear. Dollar signs and GNP tables are no longer the
only elements dividing the haves and the have-nots. The industrial
revolution is passe; we are living in the era of the "information revolution".
But this is a revolution with lots of liberte, some fraternite and no egalite.
Access to information is increasingly vital for development and prosperity.
Yet the new divide in the world is not just between the high-tech countries
and the low-tech countries, though that's bad enough: we also have the no-
tech countries, and their prospects are grim.

No one disputes that there are dramatic disparities across the world —
of wealth or the lack thereof, of access to services, and of opportunity for
advancement. An estimated 1.3 billion people in the world subsist on less
than a dollar a day; nearly a billion people are illiterate; well over a billion
lack access to safe water; some 840 million starve or face food shortages;
and nearly a third of the people in the least developed countries will
probably not survive to their 40th birthday.

Yet all these well-worn facts do not represent the most striking global
divide of today, that of information inequality. The new poverty line is



drawn this side of the computer keyboard. You can tell the rich from the
poor by their Internet connections.

There are more internet connections in Manhattan alone than in the
whole continent of Africa.

Each year the United Nations Development Programme's Index of
Human Development reveals that more countries have lower scores than in
the previous year. A terrible fact: dozens of countries are regressing, not
progressing, in terms of human development. There are probably as many
reasons for this as there are countries, but one crucial reason is that the
knowledge gap — embracing information, education, and access to
technology — is widening.

United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan has often stressed his
conviction that information has a great democratizing power waiting to be
harnessed to the global struggle for development. "Knowledge is power," he
once put it succinctly. "Information is liberating".

There can be little argument that information and freedom go together.
Freedom of the press is vital. The information revolution is inconceivable
without political democracy -- and vice versa. Already, the spread of
information has had a direct impact on the degree of accountability and
transparency of governments around the world. There is more widespread
recognition that in today's increasingly democratizing world, restraints on
the flow of information directly undermine development. Global
interdependence means that those who receive and disseminate information
have an edge over those who curtail it. And its consequences are apparent in
all fields of human endeavour. At the simplest level, students need
information to compete in society; farmers need information about market
prices; businessmen need to exchange information with potential partners.

The challenge facing the world today is how to widen the reach of
information — how to make it available to people everywhere, whether they
live in the industrialized world or the developing. We must increase access
to information. The ability to receive, download and send information
through electronic networks has already become the new hallmarks of
development.

M. Le President,

Comme 1'a dit le Secretaire general, les technologies de rinformation
et de la communication offrent un enorme potentiel pour stimuler le
developpement durable. Le defi est d'assurer aux pays en developpement
un acces plus large, plus libre et plus equitable a rinformation, ce qui
implique 1'amelioration de leurs infrastructures et un partage avec eux des
progres technologiques. De leur cote, il leur incombe de s'ouvrir au monde



exterieur, de liberaliser leurs medias de masse, et de resister a la tentation
des controles gouvernementaux et de la censure sur la circulation des flots
d'information. Le processus du Sommet nous donne une chance d'examiner
toutes les questions que provoque 1'emergence d'une societe fondee sur
1'usage intensif de 1'information.

Nous esperons que vos deliberations, aussi bien au cours du
processus preparatoire qu'au cours du Sommet lui-meme, aboutiront a une
vision claire et partagee par tous, du type de societe mondiale de
1'information a laquelle nous voulons parvenir. Aujourd'hui deja, nous
pouvons dormer a chacun les moyens d'etre autonome, tout en unissant le
monde au lieu d'y ajouter de nouvelles divisions. Cette societe devrait aussi
creer un environnement plus juste et plus harmonieux pour le
developpement, dans la paix, de tous les peuples. Ce doit etre une societe
debarrassee des barrieres qui se posent a 1'heure actuelle a la concorde et a
la tolerance, une societe dans laquelle les opportunites seraient partagees
avec les plus demunis et marginalises, une societe dans laquelle
1'information nourrirait 1'esprit de partage et de comprehension mutuelle.

L'evenement principal du Sommet devrait, toutefois, etre centre sur
quelques questions cruciales de portee mondiale. II revient au processus
preparatoire, dans lequel nous sommes maintenant engages, d'identifier ces
questions critiques et de concevoir un plan d'action effectif, coherent et
realiste en vue de repondre a la fois aux defis et aux enjeux internationaux.
L'impact du Sommet dependra dans une large mesure, du bon choix de ces
quelques questions de fond et des solutions qui seront choisies pour les
aborder de maniere constructive, realiste et tournee vers 1'action. Un lien
evident entre les questions de fond du Sommet et les Objectifs de
developpement du Millenaire est indispensable. Ces Objectifs de
developpement du Millenaire balisent notre chemin, nous montrent la voie a
suivre. Tous les participants au processus preparatoire, et en particulier les
entites du systeme de 1'ONU, devraient avoir pour souci de joindre
ensemble, dans un effort coherent, nos differentes forces, en vue de definir
notre vision commune de la societe de 1'information et de concevoir des
voies et des moyens efficaces permettant d'assurer que ses benefices seront
mis a la disposition de tous.

Mr. Chairman,

It is the view of the Secretary-General that the Summit's preparatory
process, and the event itself, must be participatory, transparent and
representative, so our task is to open the process to a wide range of key
actors - civil society, the private sector, governments and multilateral
agencies. Regional conferences and thematic meetings are crucial in
providing substantive input to the Summit. The participatory nature of the
Summit and its importance need to be clearly conveyed to the international
community. At the same time, it is vital that we preserve our focus and a
clear sense of our mission and objectives.



The World Summit will need to build on the considerable work
undertaken by recent initiatives, in particular the United Nations ICT Task
Force and the G-8 DOT Force, but also draw upon the many streams of
action underway in the private sector and civil society. It is why I welcome
particularly the members of civil society present today.

Secretary-General Kofi Annan once remarked that "what is so thrilling
about our time is that the privilege of information is now an instant and
globally accessible privilege." This privilege is gradually being extended; but
too many people in too many countries cannot afford it. Perhaps this is the
newest challenge for the United Nations: to work to bring access to
information, and the empowerment it offers, to all the world's people. Only
then will egalite be brought into the Information Revolution.

I thank you Mr. Chairman.




